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simpler SISO case, we anticipate that the results will extend naturally 
to multi-input multi-output problems. 
Perhaps the most severe limitation of the proposed method is that it 
may result in very large order controllers (roughly 2 N ) ,  necessitating 
some type of model reduction. Note, however, that this disadvantage 
is shared by some widely used design methods, such as p-synthesis 
or I1 optimal control theory, that will also produce controllers with no 
guaranteed complexity bound. Application of some well-established 
methods in order reduction (noteworthy, weighted balanced trunca- 
tion) usually succeed in producing controllers of manageable order. 
The example of Section IV suggests that substantial order reduction 
can be accomplished without performance degradation. Research is 
currently under way addressing this issue. 
APPFNDIX A 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
P r o o f o f ~ m m a  1: From the maximum modulus theorem, it fol- 
lows that a controller Qz that is admissible for %2/%,, 6 ,  is also 
admissible for %z/%,, Thus, the sequence p, is nonincreasing, 
bounded below by the value of llTcZW2112 obtained when using the 
optimal %Z controller. It follows then that it has a limit p 2 po. We 
will show next that p = po. Assume by contradiction that po < p 
and select po < b < p. Since infgszx, llR + Qll, < 7, it 
follows that there exists QI E RH, such that IIR + &Ill, < y. 
From the definition of po it follows that, given q > 0, there exists 
Qo E R%m, IIR + Qollm I Y. such that ~l~~zw2(Q~)11z I po + 7) .  
Let Q e Qo + E(QI - QO). It follows that 
II~c2wz(Q)11z I PO + II + Wz(Q1 - Q0)IIz 
IIR+ Qllm I 4 R +  &Ill- + (1 - E)IIR+ Qollm < Y- 
Since Q EAR%, it follows that there exists 61 < lAsuch that 
TT + TzmQ is analytic in IzI 2 SI. Since IITlw + TpQllm < y. 
it follows $om continuity that there exists 62 < 1 such that 
llTlm +T?Qllm, 62 5 y. Therefore, by taking E and 7 small enough 
and 6 e my(61, 6 2 )  < 1 we have that IITlm + T2m$llm,6 I y 
and llTcZW2(Q)112 < j i .  Hence for 6, 2 6, p, < b. This contradicts 
the fact that the sequence p, is nonincreasing and that ji < p = 
limsZ-+l pz.  0 
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‘H, Control of Nonlinear Systems via Output 
Feedback Controller Parameterization 
Wei-Min Lu and John C. Doyle 
Abssfmct-The standard state space solutions to the 31, control 
problem for Linear time invariant systems are generplized to nonlinear 
time-invariant systems. A class of l a d  nonlinear (output feedback) 31,- 
controllers are parameterized as nonlinesr fractional transformations on 
contractive, stable nonlinear parrrmcters. As in the linear case, the 31, 
control problem is solved by its redudion to state feedback and output 
eslhation problems, together with a separation argument. SOtaeient 
conditions for ‘H,control problem to be l d y  solved are also derived 
with this machinery. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Linear %, control theory has a simple state space characterization 
[3] ,  which has clear connections with traditional methods in optimal 
control. These facts have stimulated several attempts to generalize the 
linear %, results in state space to nonlinear systems [2] ,  [13], [6] ,  
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111, 191, [5] ,  1141, [8], [lo]. We will use the accepted but unfortunate 
misnomer "nonlinear 7 - L "  to describe this research direction, which 
will be pursued further in this paper. 
Our goal in this paper is to obtain a local XK controller param- 
eterization. Both plant and controllers are nonlinear time-invariant 
and realized as input-affine state-space equations. The RH,-control 
problem is treated by the use of similar techniques in the linear 
case [3], and is solved by its reduction to state feedback and output 
estimation problems, together with a separation argument. Sufficient 
conditions for the output feedback R,-control problem to be locally 
solvable are also derived using this machinery. The solvability of 
the 'H -control problem requires locally positive definite solutions 
to two Hamilton-Jacobi inequalities (HJI's) and these two solutions 
satisfy an additional condition. A class of local '&-controllers are 
parameterized as a nonlinear fractional transformation on locally con- 
tractive and stable nonlinear operators. In [9], a more comprehensive 
treatment for nonlinear ' H x  -control problem is given. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 11, the 
'H,-control problem is stated. In Section 111, the simpler output 
estimation problem is considered. In Section 11, the main results 
of this paper, local solutions to the output feedback 'HH,-control 
problem, are given: the solvability of this problem requires the 
coupled positive definite solutions to two HI'S, and a class of local 
'H, -controllers are parameterized. 
The following conventions are made in this paper. R is the set 
of real numbers, R+: = [U. x )  C R. R" is n-dimensional real 
Euclidean space; if I I  E RI', then \ \ U \ \  is Euclidean norm of U. 
R"x" '  is the set of real it x nz matrices; if A E R"'"', then 
is the transpose of -4. A function is said to be of 
class C L  if it is continuously differentiable k times; so CO stands for 
the class of continuous functions. I I . I I  stands for the Euclidean norm. 
B,.: = {.r E R" I II.rII < I'. for some integer 7 1  > O}; we shall not 
specify the dimension of the environmental space, and always use the 
same r to denote its radius without confusion. I*: RIL + R+ is locally 
positive-definite if there exists I'  > 0 such that for s E Br,  1-(s) = 
0 + .I' = 0; it is globally positive-definite if I .(s)  = 0 + s = 0, and 
l im.r-xl-( . r )  = x. Ca[O.T],  &[O. x) are two standard Lebesgue 
Spaces; Ck[O. x) is the extended space of &[0. x). I1(G. I<) 
represents fractional transformation of operator G on operator IC; 
I( M I .  JI2 ) stands for the Redheffer product of operators .\.I1 and 
J f z  (see [ l l ] ,  [9] for exact definitions). 
-4 T E ~ r n  X 71 
11. NONLINEAR 'H -CONTROL PROBLEMS 
Consider the following input-affine nonlinear time-invariant (NLTI) 
system. 
where .r E R" is state vector and w E R" and 3 E Rq are 
input and output vectors, respectively. We will assume f ,  g, h ,  
k E CO, and f ( 0 )  = 0, h ( 0 )  = 0. Therefore, 0 E 68'' is the 
equilibrium of the system with IV = 0. The state transition function 
0 :  R' x R" x Lz[O. x] -+ R" is so defined that s = o(T. so. w * )  
means that system P evolves from initial state ,ro to state .r in time 
T under the control action w * .  
Dejinition 2.1: 
i) System P (or [ f ( . r ) .  g( . r ) ] )  is reachable from zero if for all 
.I' E R", there exist T E R+ and x * ( f )  E &[O, T ]  such that 
.I' = o(T. 0. u t * ) ;  
ii) System P (or [h( .c) . f ( . r ) ] )  is (zero-state) detectable if for all 
.I' E R", h ( o ( f .  r. 0 ) )  = 0 a o( t .  .r. 0 )  4 0 as t i oc. 
-g K 
Fig. 1 
Dejinition 2.2: System P is said to have &gain less than or 
equal to 3 for some 5 > 0 if 
for all T > 0 and u ( t )  E &[O. TI, and t ( f )  = h ( o ( f .  0. w ( t ) )  + 
The following result characterizes the &-gain for a class of 
nonlinear systems [13], [9]. 
Proposifion 2.1: Consider system P with R ( r ) :  = I - kT 
(s)k(s) > 0 for all .I' E W", if there is a C 1  function 1': R" + R+ 
with I.-(O) = 0 such that 
!49(t .  0. W ( f ) ) c c ( f ) .  
31' 
3.1 
'H( I -. 2 , ) :  = - (.c ) ( f ( . I . )  - g(  .r)R-' ( . r )kT  (.r)  h ( , r  ) ) 
+ / I 1  (1 . ) ( I  - k ( . r ) k ' ( s ) ) - ' h ( . r )  5 0. (1) 
then i 7 ( s )  5 llw112 - 1 1 ; 1 1 2 ;  moreover, P has La - gain 5 1. 
In the following, we denote .FG as the class of all input-affine 
NLTI systems which are asymptotically stable with zero input and 
related HJI %(I*, s) 5 0 has a positive definite solution. 
Next, we state the X,-control problem. The feedback configu- 
ration for the E,-control synthesis problem is depicted in Fig. 1, 
where G is a nonlinear plant with two sets of inputs: the exogenous 
disturbance input U and the control input U ,  and two sets of outputs: 
the measured output y and the regulated output 2. I< is the controller 
to be designed. It is required that the closed-loop system, which is 
the fractional transformation of G on Ii and denoted as nonlinear 
operator f2(G, I<), be well posed. Both G and I< are nonlinear time- 
invariant and can be realized as control-affine state-space equations. 
That is 
.i. = f ( . r )  + g1(.r)u + g 2 ( . r ) 1 /  
G: t h l ( . r )  + k l 1 ( ~ ) 1 1 '  + k12( ,r) l l  I y = ha(.r)  + kZ1(S)U' + k 2 2 ( Z ) U  
where f, y , ,  h , ,  k, ,  E C' and f(0) = 0, h l ( 0 )  = 0, h 2 ( 0 )  = 0; 
s, ut, U ,  L, and y are assumed to have dimensions n, p1, p . ~ ,  y1, and 
92, respectively. 
2 = a(.?) + b(.?)y { '  11 = c(.?) + d(.?)y I< : 
with a ,  b,  c, d E C2 and a ( 0 )  = 0, c ( 0 )  = 0. 
The initial states for both plant and controller are s(0) = 0 and 
2(0) = 0. We shall consider the following output feedback (OF) 
H,-control problem. 
H, -Control Problem: Find an output feedback controller I< (or 
a class controllers) if any, such that the closed-loop system 12(G, f < )  
is asymptotically stable with IC = 0 and has Cz - gain 5 1, i.e., 
~ T ( l l U m  - Il4f)ll"dt 2 0 
for all T E W+. 
The following assumptions on system structure are made: 
AI) k i i ( s )  = 0, k 2 2 ( . r )  = 0, 
A2) k ; i ( . r ) [h i ( . r )  k12( .1')]  = [U I ] ,  
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It is noted that, when the %,control problem is considered, many 
nonlinear systems can be transformed into systems with the above 
structural constraints as in the linear case [121, [31. 
m. EH,-cONTROL SYNTHESIS: OUTPUT ESTIMATION 
The %,-control problem is solved by its reduction into a simpler 
problem, which is called output estimation (OE) problem. The system 
in this case has the following structure 
5 = f(z) + g1(z)w + go(z)u 
GOE: z = hi(z)  + U I y = hz( z )  + kZl(Z)W. 
The assumption for this structure is 
A3) [:$))]km = E]. 
The 0 %,controllers are constructed by using the similar idea to 
the linear case in [3]; the detailed construction an; the consideration 
of stability issue are given in [9]. 
Theorem 3.1: Consider GOE; suppose there exists a C3 positive 
de6nite solution U ( z )  to HJI 
aU 
az EHFC(U, 2): = -(z)f(z) 
with U(0)  = 0, and U ( z )  makes the Hessian matrix of 'HFC (U, z) 
with respect to z E R" be negative definite at zero. If a C2 matrix- 
valued function Lo(z) satisfies 
then there is a controller which makes the closed-loop system have 
&-gain 5 1; such a controller is given by 
i = f(2) - go(S)h1(5) + Lo(f)hn(2) - Lo(2)y 
KOE: = -hl(f) { 
The following two lemmas are required in the proof; their proofs 
Lemma 3.2: Suppose U ( z )  and Lo(s) are given in Theorem 3.1, 
are given in [9] 
define 
aU 
%OI(U, Lo, 2): = =(z)(f(z) + Lo(z)hz(z)) 
1 au + ,,2(z>(s1(z> + Lo(z)k21(2))(g1(2) 
the last inequality follows from the preceding lemma. Thus 
~T(llwl12 - 11412)dt L U(e(T)) - U ( 0 )  = U(e(T)) 2 0. 
for all T 2 0, which implies &-gain 5 1. 0 
Theorem 3.4: Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, if in addition, 
Ll(z) is such that dU/az(z)L1(z) = -2hF(z), then the controller 
U = ~ ( M o E ,  Q)y with MOE given by 
i = f(2) -go(Z)h1 (Z)+Lo(f )hz(5  - y)+(g2(2)+L1 ( 2 ) ) U O  
U = -h1(2) + 210 { Yo = hZ(2) - y 
for all Q E FG also makes the closed-loop system (locally) has 
Lz - gain 5 1. 
Proof: Consider ~ ( G o E ,  ~ ( M o E ,  Q)) for Q E 3 G  which 
has following realization. 
Q : { i = .(E) + b(E)yo 
U0 = c(E) 
+t UQ be a solution to the HJI with respect to Q with state E ,  then 
V Q ( [ )  5 llyoll' - )1u01)~. The similar argument shows that there 
exists T > 0, for (2, 4, E )  E Br 
C(e) I llwllZ - 1 1 ~ 1 1 2  - IlVollZ + 11~o112. 
Thus 
+ UQ(<) 5 -11.11' + b112 5 -lltllz + 11w11'. 
Therefore 
~ T ( l l ~ l 1 2  - II4I2)dt I U(0)  - U(e(T)) = -U(e(T)) IO 
for all T E R+, which implies the CZ - gain 5 1. 0 
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IV. 'H,-CONTROL PROBLEMS: MAIN RESULTS So for all T 2 0 
1' We now consider the general 3-1, control problem. The nonlinear T time-invariant plant is realized as control-affine state-space equation 1 ( ~ ~ u ' ~ ~ '  + II'll')''' 2 ( 1 1 " 1 1 '  - 1 1 ' ' 1 1 2  Id' 
.i. = f ( x )  + g ~ ( . r ) u ,  + g-,(.r)tr 
y = ha(.r,) + k 2 1 ( . ~ ) ~ .  
0 
Note that system G, is of OE structure and satisfies the structure 
where f ( 0 )  = 0 ,  h l ( 0 )  = 0, h 2 ( 0 )  = 0; ,r, U ' ,  U ,  3 ,  and y are 
assumed to have dimensions I ) ,  p l ,  p 2 ,  q1, and q 2 ,  respectively. 
The following assumptions are made 
assumption A3). Define 
A4) [ L ~ I  (.I.). :(.I')] is zero-state detectable. 
The following two quantities are defined 
matrix at .r = 0, then ' H < , ( T \ - .  . r )  also has negative definite Hessian 
matrix at ,r = 0. Suppose Lo(.r) is such that i)M.-/d.r( . t)Lo(.r)  = 
-2h i  ( x ) .  The controller I< for the new OE structure given by 
Theorem 3.1 
The main idea of construction is to convert the general problem 
Let l - ( x )  2 0 be the solution of 'HFI( I - .  .r) 5 0. Define 
OF into the simpler problems which have been solved. 
Let t . :  = c l , - ~ I  ( , r )  and ,,: = 
the original plant G becomes G, as follows 
- F ~ ( , ~ ) ,  Afterthe change ofvariables, is such that system 12(Gc,. Ii) locally has L-gain 5 1. 
By Lemma4.1, I2(G. ti) has C ~ - g a i n  5 1. Next, weexamine the 
stability of the closed-loop system O( G. I<) which has the following 
.i. = f,,(.r) + g ~ ( . r ) r  + g2( . r )u  
t '  = / / < , ( X )  + 11 G<&: i y = h 2 ( . r )  + k 2 1 ( . r ) r  
where f < < ( . r ) : =  f ( . r )  + g l ( , r ) F 1 ( . r ) ,  h , ( . r ) : =  Fo(.r). 
Lemma 4.1: Consider systems G and G,. If the controller Ii 
makes I 2 ( G , .  IC)  have L2-gain 5 1, it also results in I2(G. I<) 
having ,!&gain 5 1. 
Prooj: Note that : = I1(G. 1 i ) w  and r = 12(Ga. Ii)i%. 
Since \ - ( . I . )  2 0 satisfies 'HrI(l-. . I . )  5 0, let Q ( . r )  2 0 be such 
that ' H I  I ( \ - .  . r )  + r ' ( . r )  = 0 .  then 
a\ ~ 
3 .I' 
T'.(,r) = - ( . r ) ( f ( , r )  + fJl(,r)K + f J 2 ( , r ) u )  
realization 
.I' = f ( . r )  + gr(.1.)Fo(i) + { ] l ( . I . ) l / ~  
.i. = f'i(;.) + L o ( . ? ) ( h 2 ( b )  - h ' ( . l . ) )  + L(]( i )k21( . r ) t / ,  
2 = h i ( . r )  + k 1 2 ( . r ) F ~ ~ ( . i ~ )  
fr;(.f):= f(i) + ( ] I ( . ? ) F l ( i )  +g2(,?)F,1(.?). (4) 
{ :  
where 
Take e = .? - .r. Note that 'Eo  ( \I7. .) has negative definite Hessian 
matrix as does R p c . ( l - .  .). Moreover, there is some locally positive 
definite 7 i :  W" + W', such that if ( x .  .?) E B, for some s 2 0 ,  then 
'H f l (VI7 .  e )  + ~ ( r )  5 0; moreover 
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Then &(z, e) = 0 + z = 0 and .(e) = 0 + z = 0 [assumption 
A4)] and e = 0. Thence, LOF(Z, e) is locally negative definite, the 
closed-loop system is thus locally asymptotically stable. 
Therefore, we have the following result about output ‘H,control 
problem, an equivalent version of which was obtained by Isidori 
earlier in [5]. 
Theorem4.2: Consider G, if there is some $(z) 2 0 with 
+(O) = 0 such that 
i) There exists a positive definite V ( z )  which solves the Hamil- 
ton-Jacobi equation %FI(V, z) + +(z) = 0 with V ( 0 )  = 0. 
ii) there exists a positive definite U ( z )  which satisfies the HJI: 
%pc(U, z) + $(z) 5 0 with U(0)  = 0. And ‘FIFc(U, Z) + 
+(z) has nonsingular Hessian matrix at zero. 
iii) U ( z )  - V ( z )  2 0 is positive definite. And 
has a solution Lo(z). Then the %,control problem is 
(locally) solvable, and such a controller is given by 
1 = fK(%) + Lo(%)hz($) - LO(2)y 
U = Fo(2). 
K :  { 
Note that %,controllers have separation structures. The sepa- 
ration principle for the ‘H,-performance in nonlinear systems was 
confirmed by Ball-Helton-Walker [I] (see also [5]). The following 
mult  gives a ‘H,controller parameterization. 
”heorem4.3: Consider a system G satisfying the condition in 
Theorem 5.1. If in addition L l ( z )  satisfies 
then the controller U = R(M, Q)y with M given by 
i = fK(5) - Lo(%) y + (gz(I) + Ll(2)) U0 
I = &(I) + 110 { yo = h 2 ( 4  - y 
for all Q E 7 8  also (locally) solves OF ‘H,-control problem. 
Pnwj By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.4, it follows that the 
closed-loop system R(G, K) with K = R(M, Q)  has &gain <_ 1. 
Now it is sufficient to consider the stability issue. Suppose Q has the 
following realization 
Q : { i =  40 + h(OY0 
IO = c (€ )  
and U s ( < )  is such that os(<) 5 1 1 ~ 0 1 1 ’  - I I ~ o ~ ( ~ .  Take w = 0, the 
closed-loop system has following hierarchical structure 
= f(z> + gzb)(Fo(4 + .(E>) 
= a(€ )  + b(E)(hn(d) - h2(z) )  
= f K ( 2 )  + Lo(q(hZ(E) - hZ(2)) + (gz(2) + L l ( i ) ) C ( E ) .  
Let V, W : R” -t R+ be positive definite and defined as in the 
preceding discussion. Denote e = I - z. Similar arguments to 
Theorems 3.4 and 4.2 show that 
W(e) <_ IIM - IIN - IIUOII~ + IIuoII - .(e) 
for some positive definite T: R“ -+ R+. Define LOF(Z, e, E ) : =  
V ( z )  + W(e)  + Us([) as the Lyapunov function of the closed-loop 
system, then &(z, e, E )  5 - 1 1 ~ 1 1 ’  - .(e). NOW & ( e ,  E )  = 
0 + .(e) = 0 and 1 1 ~ 1 1  = 0, so e = 0 and z = 0; the latter 
implies z(t )  7 0 as t + 00 by A4); on the other hand, if e = 0, 
z = 0, then 5 = a([), which is asymptotically stable and [ ( t )  + 0 
as t + 00. The interconnected system is locally asymptotically stable 
0 by LaSelle’s theorem and Vidyasagar’s theorem [ 151. 
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